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The New York Times bestselling author of Get Rich Click! delivers cutting-edge advice for consumers and marketers on how to get
the most from today’s technology. Gain a competitive edge— get the most from today’s technology! Technology changes so fast
that it’s easy to be intimidated by it. Our personal choices and business decisions are increasingly driven by digital “word of
mouse”— and it’s essential to our success and satisfaction to take control of the gadgets, apps, and trends that are shaping our
world. Bestselling author and trend watcher Marc Ostrofsky is here to help. In this groundbreaking new book, Ostrofsky reveals the
ways that new technologies implant themselves in our daily lives and how we can easily take advantage of them to live, learn, buy,
sell, work, play, communicate, and socialize better. Covering diverse topics from how the Internet affects our health to how we can
become bargain-hunting pros, Ostrofsky’s book could come at no better time. The Internet’s presence is only growing, and new
technologies are sprouting up every day. We must learn how to cultivate these new tools so that we can remain competitive and
live happier, healthier lives. Word of Mouse gives you the tools you need to conquer information overload—and puts you in the
driver’s seat of the world’s most potent technologies.
In this new and expanded edition of Chossudovskys international best-seller, the author outlines the contours of a New World
Order which feeds on human poverty and the destruction of the environment, generates social apartheid, encourages racism and
ethnic strife and undermines the rights of women. The result as his detailed examples from all parts of the world show so
convincingly, is a globalisation of poverty. This book is a skilful combination of lucid explanation and cogently argued critique of the
fundamental directions in which our world is moving financially and economically. In this new enlarged edition -- which includes ten
new chapters and a new introduction -- the author reviews the causes and consequences of famine in Sub-Saharan Africa, the
dramatic meltdown of financial markets, the demise of State social programs and the devastation resulting from corporate
downsizing and trade liberalisation. The book has been published in 11 languages. Over 100,000 copies sold world-wide.
Have you ever dreamed of a weight loss program where you can eat as much as you want of all those things that you crave and
still lose excess body fat? This dream program is now yours. This is an ad libitum program where you lose fat because of what you
eat and not because of what you limit. You will discover through personal experience that there is no need to reduce calories or
limit food groups to eliminate excess body fat. You will also obtain targeted fat loss since more fat will be lost from the waistline
than from other parts of the body. Even more important, you will learn to think, feel and act in a different way around food. No
magical remedies are promised and no miracle pills are promoted. Only through a sensible program and disciplined attitude will
you be able to permanently rid yourself of excess fat. The book is divided into four parts. The first part explains why traditional
diets are useless for long term weight loss, and how they may even worsen the problem. The second part presents a general
outline of proven ways to permanently lose excess fat. The third part introduces a program which will not only help you nourish
your body and lose excess fat; it will also reshape you to express your maximum genetic potential. The last part answers frequent
questions made by my patients in relationship to this program. The philosophy of this program is the following: It is not what you
eat in excess but what you are lacking in your daily menu that ruins your perfect metabolic balance and favors accumulation of
excess body fat.

Muchas de las empresas se ven obligadas a cerrar cuando durante un largo periodo de tiempo no obtienen la
financiación necesaria para su circulante. En realidad no pueden aguantar con recursos propios la financiación
necesaria por tiempo indefinido. Todo ello es el resultado de una crisis que se inició con un claro componente financiero.
En esta complicada situación económica aparece la segunda edición de este libro, en el que hemos incorporado todos
los cambios experimentados en el actual sistema financiero, facilitando a las PYME una sencilla y efectiva herramienta
que les ayude a gestionar sus finanzas en unos momentos tan complejos como los que estamos viviendo.
Desde su primera aparición, fieles al propósito de ofrecer un instrumento auxiliar para el estudio de un curso básico de
Derecho Mercantil, estas Lecciones exponen los contenidos esenciales de la materia contemplada con concisión en su
desarrollo, rigor en su exposición y actualidad en su contenido. Esta 24.a edición recoge los cambios normativos
producidos hasta su cierre. Naturalmente también se reflejan en el tratamiento de los diferentes temas las más recientes
orientaciones jurisprudenciales y doctrinales que afectan a la materia mercantil. El carácter sintético y esencialmente
docente de la obra no excluye su interés en el mundo profesional. La precisión y la claridad de su contenido, así como la
deliberada ausencia en sus páginas de aparato bibliográfico o innecesaria erudición, permiten ofrecer una visión
esencial y funcional de las coordenadas fundamentales del régimen jurídico del moderno tráfico empresarial que puede
resultar de gran utilidad para sus protagonistas. El carácter elemental impuesto por la naturaleza y los fines de esta obra
no excluye, sino que más bien exige, la visión global, actual y viva del Derecho Mercantil. Enseñar es mostrar la realidad
del Derecho vigente, con propósitos a la vez formativos e informativos, para educar e instruir en el conocimiento de las
normas y de la vida social a la que van destinadas. Y este objetivo está siempre presente en la concepción global de las
Lecciones y en el desarrollo de cada una de ellas.
This publication reviews the economy of Mexico, and is divided into four main sections: the behaviour of aggregate
investment and its relationship to the growth process; trends and performance of foreign direct investment (FDI); the
behaviour and determining factors of investment in manufacturing; and the impact of investment patterns on the
manufacturing industry's structure and export performance.
Globalization and its relation to poverty reduction and development is not well understood. The book identifies the ways in which
globalization can overcome poverty or make it worse. The book defines the big historical trends, identifies main global flows trade, finance, aid, migration, and ideas - and examines how each can contribute to undermine economic development. By
considering what helps and what does not, the book presents policy recommendations to make globalization more effective as a
vehicle for shared growth and prosperity. It will be of interest to students, researchers and anyone interested in the effects of
globalization in today's economy and in international development issues.
The publication attempts to define the concept of industrial policy, to review certain relevant historical experiences, and to examine
the current state of the art of industrial policy in Latin America. First section presents introductory notes regarding the importance
of manufacturing in the development process. The second section defines the concept of industrial policy and its scope. The third
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section discusses industrial policy’s raison d’être. The fourth section provides an overview of the principal features of industrial
policy at various historical times and places. The fifth section focuses on industrial policy in Latin America, presenting a balance of
progresses and obstacles, and examining measures to overcome implementation problems, while the sixth section concludes.
Índice: 1. Introducción a la contabilidad como lenguaje de los negocios 2. Marco conceptual de la contabilidad 3. Los estados
financieros 4. Registro y elaboración de los estados financieros 5. Ciclo contable completo 6. Tratamiento contable de las
operaciones empresariales más comunes 7. Introducción al análisis económico financiero.

In Thomas A. Stewart’s bestselling first book, Intellectual Capital, he redefined the priorities of businesses around the
world, demonstrating that the most important assets companies own today are often not tangible goods, equipment,
financial capital, or market share, but the intangibles: patents, the knowledge of workers, and the information about
customers and channels and past experience that a company has in its institutional memory. Now in his new book, The
Wealth of Knowledge, Stewart--widely acknowledged as the world’s leading expert on working with intellectual capital in
today’s knowledge economy--reveals how today’s companies are applying the concept of intellectual capital into day-today operations to dramatically increase their success in the marketplace. Arguing that companies can make untold
millions of dollars by managing knowledge more effectively--and save millions more--Stewart offers executives and
managers compelling accounts of how leading companies around the world are successfully tackling the practical issues
involved in today’s knowledge economy. The heart of the book is a revolutionary 4-step preocess that shows how to put
intellectual capital to work to improve performance and profitablity, as well as manage knowledge processes. He goes on
to discuss how companies can better utilize their current assets and enhance their knowledge resources for the future.
Questioning many of the assumptions that have ruled business in the twentieth century, he addresses such critical and
fundamental issues as why companies exist, how they should be organized and how people should be compensated.
With his customary fearlessness and foresight, he plunges into the thick of the controversial arena of measuring and
accounting, as well-an increasingly difficult task when a corporation’s assets are intangible. The Wealth of Knowledge
not only sets out the latest thinking in creating and managing knowledge assets, but provides a detailed course of action
for corporations trying to navigate their way in the world of knowledge economy.
Now in its 10th edition, Accounting for Non-Accountants provides the perfect introduction to the basics of accounting and
finance. Designed for non-specialists with little or no background in accounting, it guides readers through the maze of
financial terms and accounting concepts and techniques in a clear and easy-to-follow style. Updated for 2015,
Accounting for Non-Accountants includes information on the new UK GAAP accounting standards as well as an overview
of current international standards, and is structured to provide in-depth understanding in three key areas: annual
accounts (including income statements, balance sheets, cash flow and reporting standards); management accounting
(costing, marginal costing and budgetary controls); and financial management (including the cost of capital, working
capital, investment appraisal and performance analysis).
Jainism is a tradition which dates back thousands of years, which is unbelievably rich and profound, and which has
certain unmistakable signs of identity. Contrary to what some might think, it is not in any sense a poor relation of
Buddhism, nor is a strange, atheistic and ascetic sect within Hinduism. Jainism is, above all, the religion of non-violence
(ahimsa), an ideal which all other religions of India were subsequently to make theirs and which was made universal by
Gandhi in the 20th century. Like Buddhism, Jainism is a religion without God which paradoxically opens to the truly
sacred in the deepest reaches of all living beings in the cosmos. And it is also the religion of non-absolutism
(anekantavada), a particular form of philosophical pluralism, which seems astonishingly modern.
This publication studies the way information technology can be used to achieve broader developmental goals and integrate the
region into the global information society. It addresses three main questions: what kind of information society is desirable; what are
the specific regional traits of the move towards an information society; what policies are needed to support the transition. The book
also contains the text of the Bavaro Declaration, which lays out some guiding principles.
Materiales curriculares para el desarrollo de los procesos de enseñanza-aprendizaje correspondiente al título de Técnico en
administración y finanzas.
This impressive Handbook presents the quantitative techniques that are commonly employed in empirical finance research
together with real-world, state-of-the-art research examples. Written by international experts in their field, the unique approach
describes a question or issue in finance and then demonstrates the methodologies that may be used to solve it. All of the
techniques described are used to address real problems rather than being presented for their own sake, and the areas of
application have been carefully selected so that a broad range of methodological approaches can be covered. The Handbook is
aimed primarily at doctoral researchers and academics who are engaged in conducting original empirical research in finance. In
addition, the book will be useful to researchers in the financial markets and also advanced Masters-level students who are writing
dissertations.
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